
THE HORNED ASPS FIERY  

BACK BITER VIPER 

 

 This is the story of the Fiery Back Biter Horned Asps Viper; 

having microwave hearing, heat seeking infra-red vision, 

hydraulically loaded, capable of quick burst speeds up to 180-mph 

plus. They strike their victim from the rear, and some time in the 

rear, crumbling the biggest strongest person to their knees. 

 

 This veracious beast the ever illusive devious Back Biter 

Viper can change skin color quicker than a bunch of kids channel 

surfing cartoons on Saturday morning. 

 

 This devious viper can change into your best friend, family 

member, or your boss they have no limits as who they can change 

into.  These Back Biter Vipers greedily feed on a small stupid 

animal called Gossips and their close cousin Slanders. Gossips and 

Slanders are found everywhere from the bedroom to the board-

room.  In fact they are found at the top seats of government. 

 

 But please take heed, where a Gossip is or Slander are found 

a Back Biter Viper isn’t  far behind to swallow them down greedily 

into the inter-most parts of their fat bellies.   

 

The Back Bite Horned Asps Viper are fueled by these little 

stupid beast Gossips and Slanders after greedily gorging 

themselves with them they become white hot burning with anger 

and hate at this point they become deadly, but not poisonous, ready  

to explode! 

 

They quickly slither behind their victims back; watch out this can 

happen anywhere and at anytime in seconds.   
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Then they quietly cock their hydraulic loader waiting their 

victim’s movement.  Some time one of these Back Biter will miss 

fire right in a person home, - striking the wall, bursting into flames; 

often times the whole house burns to the ground destroying the 

entire family. 

 

One time it was told that a Back Biter missed fired on a 

camping trip, the viper hit a tree and burst into flames and caught 

the whole Forrest on fire the beautiful Forrest burned to nothing 

leaving all living things dead. 

 

When a Back Biter hits its mark which is most often does 

then not, the victims back burst into flames, they roll on the ground 

ripping their clothes off.  The pour soul is always left disfigured 

with deep emotional scars that never seem to heal or go away.  

Most of them just give up and die from all the pain. 

 

Back Biter Vipers have been known to attack each others 

when a Gossip runs through their nest and they have no victim to 

unload on.  Wow!  What a light show, like the Fourth of July fire 

works. 

 

Once a man happen upon a Back Biter nest in a fighting 

frenzy as the story is told, he was hit from every direction one even 

pierced his chest and his heart burst into flames; he died a very 

agonizing death, so the story goes. 

 

It is said the Horned Asps Back Biter Viper lays thousands of 

eggs some time in a person home then they leave.  When the eggs 

hatch the little vipers will bit everyone in the house hold, and 

hardly if every any one survives.  
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One thing is certain in all of this all the victims of these 

vipers are burnt badly and there is a strong odor of burnt human 

flesh left behind.  

 

 Because of this terrible odor the victim’s family, friends, and 

mates can no longer stand to be around them, thus, the victim dies 

a slow death from a broken heart. 

 

Now please remember the Back Biter Viper attacks all 

classes of society the small to the great, age does not matter they 

have no limits when it comes to attacking the humans.  They have 

been around since the first human being on earth and of late they 

seem to be growing in number, size, and voracity.  There is no 

known protection or cure for a Horned Asps Back Viper’s bit 

known to man. 

 

Please take heed we all have a Horned Asps Viper lurking 

behind our lips attached to the back of our throats known as the 

tongue.  So do please be strong and bit the viper before it bits some 

one and destroys their life.  

 

James 3:3-10, Rom.3:9-13 

 

 

Written by: Daniel a Slave of Christ Jesus 

 

All copy Rights Reserved  1995 

 

Please feel free to make a personal copy of this story.  For 

those that want further copy rights contact us at: 

nutruth@yahoo.com 
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